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Abstract : Sensitivity analysis deals with the prob lem of finding an optimum solutio n of
It given problem on l:I network if some input data are not known or can be changed.
Such problems arise for example by laying out a network, by dropping out some
network elements, by changing the resources of the economical situation etc. \'w'e
present some of our re sults on sensitivity analysis of network flow and network
connect ivity problems like maximum flows, shortest paths, minimum spanning trees
and most vital links and nodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the real world network problems some of input data are not fixed or not well
known. One can look for the optimum solution but how to fmd it among all feas ible
solutions if their set is unknown becau se of uncertainty or missing information. If we
know the boundaries of changing of some parameters and if we allow the parameters
to vary between them it will be a class of problems of certain type and obviously t he
desired optimum solution will also vary in dependence of all input da ta changes. Of
course one can say why to find an optimum solut ion if there are some uncertainties or
if there is not enough information, why not to obtain information first and th en to
solve the well knO"'''T1 problem? The reason is that if we know in advance what the
optimum solution .....ill be for so me input data we will know th e consequences and if
they are not satisfactory we can avoid the situation choosing another input data. For
instance, why to layou t the traffic syste m in a city first and after seeing that it is not
good enough to reconstruct it instead of calculating ftrst its capacity per time unit in
dependence of all link widths and choosing them large enough (but not too large
because of expenses) in order to obtain the desired properties of the network.
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( 1)

On the other hand topological changes are also possi ble. Wha t will happen if so me
links or nodes of the network are damaged or switched off? Which k links (or nodes) of
the network to switch ofT in order to reduce the network properties we are interes ted
in to the necessary level? Or ju st the opposite: how to design the network so that the
removal of a certain number of its elements ca uses minimum destruct ion of the
network in the wurs t case?

Sensitivity analysis of networks deals with such 8 kind of questions. We start
with so me notations and definitions. Let G = (V, A ) be 8 con nected directed graph with
8 set of nodes V = { VI' ... ,VII} and a set of arcs A = {AI' ...,Am }. Each arc A.. can be
presented as (Vi' "}) or simply (i ,i). We exclude parallel arcs and loops without loss of
generality. We assume depending on the considered problem, some arc weights like
capacity, length etc. Sometimes we shall deno te the arc Aj, also by A ij ' For each
problem we give one Pascal-like algorithm for solving it. For paper length reasons, we
give up illustra tive examples and figures.

2. THE MAXIMUM FLOW PROBLEM IN
NETWORK WITH GAINS (P l)

Let us assume two special nodes v, and V, called start node and target node,
respectively, and three arc weights cij' d ij and gij for each arc Aij' A flow in a
parametric capacity bounded network with gains is a vector x with coordinates
corresponding to the arcs, such that

1
0 for iJ" s,t

.~ Xij - ~ glri Xlri '" u.(x) for i = s
(' ,j )EA (.... lEA - u, (x) for i = j

os Xij S Cij + l d ij for all arcs «». (2)

where 1 a real number is varying in a parameter set !I. (let us assume without loss of
generality !I. = (0, 1,)). v,(x) and ",(x) are called start flow value and target flow value,
respectively. The problem we are interested in is to find a flow with a maximum target
value " , (x ) and since there are maybe many flows with this property among all of them
to Iind one with a minimum start value ",(x). Such a flow is called sometimes
t-maximal and a-optimal. The motivation for this formulation is, for example, the
currency problem: each node presents one currency,gij is the rate from Vi to \j ;which
is the minimum amount of the start currency. V, and how to exchange it in order to
maximize the amount v,(x) of the desired target currency V,?

The mathematical formulation of the problem is:

lexmax ( (",(x) , -v. (x)) I (1 ) and (2) for alLUrom !I. t, (P U

where lexmex means that a lexicographical maximum (v,(x) is more important than
-". (x )).

Let C be a cycle in G with a fixed direction. We denote by C+ and c- the se ts of
arcs from C with positive and negative direction respectively. Let x be a feasible flow
for 8 fixed 1 . C is called x,t-gene rating (x,s-genera ting) cycle, if (i), (ii) and (iii) hold:
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(3 )

(i) g(c<' nKv I nKv > I ,
u .J) t C · lo.JkC""

( i i ) « i .n E C· ==H'v < cl) .. ).dl) ) 1\ ( (i ,j) E C- =:> Xv > 0 ),

( ill) there exis ts a flow augmenting path from some node of C to V, (to V.).

TU f:ORt:M 1. X is IlJI optimum so lut ion of <P I) for so me flXed..t if and only if there exists
a V. and V, separating cut <X, n such that 1) and 2) hold:

1 ) su.» E <X, Y) = xv == cv" Ad ,}) 1\ « i,j) E (Y, "'-,) =%ij == 0),

2) there is no %, t-generating cycles in Yand no a. ,"-generating cycles in X.

This t heorem summarizes Theorems 1 and 2 from (5).

Let x be an optimum solution of ( P I) for any fixed A.o and le t. M be 8 sufficiently
large num ber. We define for each arc (i, j)

f' {
o ifz' .O

t. . - v
1) ' - -s: ifxZ >O

if %Z =eij +..4.0 ci,;
if %g <e,j +..todlj

(4)

We define the analogous of restriction (2)

j, ~ s: %ij s .1. cZ for each arc (i ,j) (2')

To find an opt imum solution of (PI) for ..t > A.o we investigate the derived problem

min {v.(.1.x) I 0 ), (2'), oX is r-meximal}, (dP)

which is for II well kn own type (no parameter A) and can be solved for instance using
the results from 15).

Assuming a feasible flow .1.z:O of (dP) for a flaed A.o we partition the set of arcs A
into fou r disjunct subse ts E} - E4 as follows :

E1::= I (i,j)I.1. .:rZ ~ O , .1. %~ >dij I , E2 := I (i, j11.1.xZ <O,.1. %Z S:dij)

E3: : I (i, j11A xZ < 0,.1. %j~ > dij ) ' £ 4:= I (i,j11.1. %Z ~ 0,.1. %~ s: d jj )

'I'HEOREJIoI 2. (7] Let %0 be an optimal solution of (PI) for any fixed .to and tiz:O an
optimal so lu t ion of hiP). Then z:O .. .6..t.1.r' is an optimal solution of (PI) for all.1...1.

fro m the intervalIO I .1. A], where

.1. A: = min .m in { Q2(i,j)} (5)
1:1.2.3 1I.J )f'E.

Q~(i,j) : = (elj + loci,; - %~ )/ .6 %~ - dv )

Qg(i , J) := - x~ / .6 .:r~

(6)

(7)
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(8)Q~ (i , J} := mineQ?(i, j ), Qg(i, J)

This theorem proves the following algorithm for solving (P I ).

ALGORm lM (A1)

Put AO:= 0; k := 1; No{easible ::= false;

repeat
xO- solution of (P 1) for fixed ;.. = io.a ;

if (there is not feasible solution of (dP ) for 10) then

begin No{easible := true ; A.o := A.r end

else

begin

denote by tu O8 feasible solution of (dP);

compute 6. Aaccording to (5) - (8);

xA :=xo+.6. A6.xo ; k :=k + 1;

A.o : := mine A." A.o+6 A)

end

un til 10 = 1, .

This algorithm partitions [0. A.rJ into subintervals and finds for the k- th of them
an optimum solut ion xA of (PI ). The optimum target flow valu e function v/(x) ,

k = 1,2, ... is obviously convex and piece-wise linear in dependence on A.. If at any
itera tion the logical variable No{eo.sible becomes true it means that the restrictions (1)

and (2') are in contradiction on the rest of the interval.

In [11) we have applied this approach in the case if some target nodes with
stochast ic demands are given. Assuming that the i- th demand node Vi has a known
probability pi to demand j units we add a new artificial demand node V, and the arc
(i , t) . Then the following condition (9) will be a measure of the satisfaction of all
stochastic demands:

2 .L L( Xit - J) p/ -+ min
( i, /)(,A j

and the problem is

min ( Us(X) I (I ), (2) , (9) }.

The algorithm for solving it is based on the results from [1) and 1111.

2. SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM (P2)

(9)

Sometimes it is necessary to usc the shortest path problem as a subrout ine in
order to solve anoth er one. If it is 8 parametric network problem then the question
arises how to find the shortest path between a special node called start point (V I or V, )

and all other nodes reachable from it.
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Now we assume that for each arc A.. =0 (it j) the arc len gth 1..(..1.) == 1,}..1.) is known
for nll..1. from /\ , where the functions 1..(..1.) ore continuous and non negative.

It is E>35Y to adapt the Dijkstra' 5 algorithm for fill(iin,:: the shortest routine
be-twee n two vertices for th is case. We also assign two lobe-Is (L .(..1.) , 5 j ) to each vertex
V,: 1..;(..1.) is the te mporal lengt h of the ~hest~ path from VI to Vj for the current iteration
and S. is the number of the lost arc of this path . When this lohel becomes final we
denote it by (L ,. (..1.), S,").

A u :o n JT1IM (A2)

Put L I·(..1. ) :=O for all ..1.; S I·:= m + l; k: =O ;

repeat ( 0 until .\ = 0 ")

k :=k+ l ;

pick any Ao such t ha t for sma ll e > 0 either ..to + C or ..to - c belongs to /\ ;
(" if both put fir st ..1.o :=..to + c·); i := 1;

put IJ)(..1.) := 0 and Sj := m + 1 for allj ::: 2,3, ... ,n and break := false;

repeat (" until break ")

/\.. := /\;

for each arc A.. = (i,j ) with temporal label Sj investigate:

if Lj · (Ao) + c..(Ao) < L} lo> then

begin

denote by /\0 the so lution set of the inequality
( 0) L,· (..1. ) + c..J..1.) < L/..1. );

put L/ ,U := L/(..1.) + c.., (..1. ); 5j := h; /\.. := /\.., rv /\0

end;

if all nodes are finally labelled then breok :» true else

begin

fmd a node Vp with the sm allest temporal label Lp<lo )

and denote by /\0 the so lution se t of

(oo) Lp('!) s Lq('!) ;

A. : = /\ .r"'l/\o'•
if S = In + 1 then break := true
Ph ' 0)("so me nodes are not reachable from t e star t point

else begin label V
p

final by L
p

. (..1.) and Sp·; i := p end

end

until break;

A : = /\ \ A..

until /I. == 0 .
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REMARK. U in (•• ) the equ ality holds {or some indices take that p for which the
solution se t is "larges t" in order to make the itera t ive procedu re faster.

TIIEORF.M 3. The algo rithm (A2) solves the prob lem (P2) for a ll parameter values in a

finite number of steps.

PROOF. At each iteration of the first repea t loop the algorith m finds a t ree ....-ith 8 root
in the start point containing one path to each reachable node which is the shortest one
for ali A. from A. (Oijkstrs' s algorithm for a fixed ..l). Since A. is the solu t ion se t of the
system (. ) and (..) this tree will not appear any more at any further ite ration. The
finite ness of (A 2) foUows from the fini teness of t he number of t rees in the graph with
this property.

3. OPTIMUM SPANNING TREE RELATED PROBLEMS (P3l

We begin this section with an example. Given are four points in the plane with
their coordinates as follows: PI (O. - 0 . P2(2. - 1), PJ O , 1) and P4(2, 2). Find a point Ps
on the straigh t line connecting the points <0, 0) and (2, 0) and link it with all other
points so that the total Euclidean length of the line be minimal. The line can fork only
in the pointsP1 -Pr, .

If we link each two points we can find the lengths of the edges in the complete
graph, i.e. the distance between P I and P2 is 2. between PI and P3 is 5 112 but since the
coordinates of P6 are ()., 0) for ). from 10.2) the distance between PI and P6 will be
().2+ O J.n. In t his way we obtain the problem for fmding a minimum spanning tree
(MST) in a graph with edge lengths depending on 8 parameter .

We consider an undirected connected graph G = [V, A) with edge weights c.().) as
continuous functions of ). from A for all k = I, ... ,Tn . Le t. A = (-<Xl, (0) without loss of
generality. The problem is to fwd for each ..t a minimum spanning tree G- = IV,A -I of
G. We call it (P3). This problem is related to some other connectivity problems. Let V
be a given node subset. If the desired minimu m subgraph of G has to contain V' and if
each path in G can fork only in nodes from V', we have the so called modified minimum
spanning tree problem. We get (P3) from this problem formulat ion if we put V' = V. If
each path in G- can fork everywhere we obtain the Steiner tree problem in a graph
with basic nodes V' and Steiner points se t the rest of the nodes. If IV I= 2 we have the
shortest path problem discussed in the previou s section as (P 2).

Let us consider ftrst the linear case for c..(..t), i.e. let

c.(..t) = 0;). + b. for each edge A .., k = I , ... ,Tn. (0)

We order the edges like A .. .A.. •....A.. so that for each j = 1. 2•... ,m- l the
following relation will be fulfilled I I •

(0.. >0. ) v (0 . =0 .. /\ b.. s b.. ). ( 11)
J J +I J J +I J j H

It follows from (10) and (11) tha t

c.. ().)sc.. (..t) s ... S c. (..t) (2)
" .

for all 1 from (-<IJ,loJfor any ..to holds.
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LEl'tr.o.lA 1. Let k be an i.n teger ....-ith 1 < k < In and ..t.1I from A, such tha t

c l(l) $ c 2(l ) S ... S c j ( ). ) SC, . I(A. ) S ... :S

:S c j ....c·n :S cj + ,1, +I(l) s ... S em(A)

and

(1 3)

101

(14)

,

Ct(p) S c2(JI) S .. . ::i c,lu) S c
J

(u) s: ... :S,
s ci.VI) :S Cj+,h I(p) :S ... S em(p)

where ji'j2' ... j k is a permutation of i + I , i +2, ... ,i+k . Let u s denote by G 1' and °2'"

the minimum spanning trees of G founded by the greedy algorithm of Kru skal for the
edge weights (1 3) and (14 ) respectively. Then for all p with O< p< i+ l or
i +k < P < m + 1 the edge A

p
belongs (or does not belong) to both span ning trees G I •

und G2' ,

P ROOf', Let us no te how the algorithm of Kruskal runs: it orders first the edges
according to their weights like (12) or (13) and start ing fr om the edge with the
smallest weight (in this case AI ) it adds it to O· if and only if G' will be an acyclic
su bgra ph of G. In this way 0 " is a forest growing iteratively and the algorithm stops if
0" becomes a tree. If we stop the algorithm earlier i.e. after checking the first i+k
edges in (13) or (14 ) we shall obtain two spanning forests °1" and G2" with p
components of connectivity (trees) and n - p edges. Let us assume that A,. is the fll'st
edge in (13) or (14 ) with r > i +k such that A,. belongs to °1" but not to °2", If we now
drop all edges in (13 ) and (14 ) after A,. then °1" will obtain n - p + 1 edges but°2" one
less - n-p, which is a con t radiction since °1" and O2" are spanning forests of the
graph (V, IA t , •.. •A,.II and they should have the same number of links.

Using Lemma 1 we can make the procedure given below much faster .

ALGORITHM (A3)

Order c/.~) a ccording to (11) and (12) ;

i := I : l j= -sc; It := --<lO: denote by 0/ the MST for fixed Anear li ;

repeat ( * until l~ = ao "J

so lve the system (12) for ).2: l' and denote the solution by IX. l"l;

if (X' < ao) and c, (l") < c, (X' ) = ck (l") = ... = ck (l") < ck (X')
J J 'I I· t J" J.,. I

then

begin

invert the places of ck •Ck . ... ,ck in ( 12) like
J ' I J. t J"

ck ,ck • ..· ,ck ;
J" J·,-I J 'I

A +," := A "; dropA... • A, . ... .A, from A j ... t " ;
I I 1 . 1 1 .:1 J "

for l:=j+p downtoj+ldo

if ] V.A ... ," u {A,l l is cycleless then Ai ... I " := Ai ... l " u {A ,} ;, , '
ifA i ... 1" " A i" then

begin denote lV. A, ... I"J by Gi"" "; i := i + 1; l i :=)." end;
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l':= l"

end

else pul Aj ... I := 00

u n t il l " = 00.

Tm:oRE.\1 4. Let G I " , G2" , ••• ,G,,- be the set of subgraphs const ructed by (A3) and
Ill' -4 1, ... ,Il " l , ... I) the founded intervals. Then for each l from Ilj,lj ... l) Gj " is a MST
ofG , where ).1 = - 00 and l ' ''' 1 = 00 .

P ROOf . Obviously GJ " is a MST for all J.. from P'l' A:z I, since the order of the edge
weights in (12) is th e same at least for the left part of the interval. For the rest of it
the edge order in (12) can be changed but no other MST has been found. According to
the Lemma 1 Gj " and Gj • 1" do not differ for the first i edges and for the last m - i - P
edges so that t he next MST Gj ... l " is correctly found using Gj " and the edges which
differ in the order for Gj " and Gj • t " .

The fini teness of the inte rval number r- follows from the finiteness of the cross
points of the graphs of the functions c,I:(l) , k = 1, ... ,m. The procedure starts with
putting ).I := -ce and stops when l, ... 1 = 00, it means the intervals cover (-ce, 00).

In the case if c,I:(l) are continuous but not linear functions some changes in (A3)
have to be made. We have to start with some .ott and GJ " but the solution set At of (12)
can not be an interval. Then we put A:= A \At, pick. any A.:z from A and find the next
MST G2• and cont inue the procedure until A = 0 .

For the example we started this section with we can do the following: let us
denote the edges like Al = [Pl'P2J, ~=(P2,p.I, Aa =(Pa,p.J, A. ={PI,Pal,
As = [PI ' PsI, ~ = IP2 , PsI, A 7 = (p., PsI and As = (Pa' PsI. The edges lengths are
C 1 = 2, c2 = 3, ca = 2 tfl , c. = Slf2, Cs = (l2+1 ) lf2, c

6
= ((.ot_2)2 + l) lf2,

c7 = «()'_2)2 + 4 ) 112 and cg =- «J.._l)2 + l)lfl which is the nonlinear case for A = (0,2).

At the first iteration we fmd G t " = [V,AI") with AI" = {As,Ag,Aa,A1 } for all J..
from 10, 2-3112 1.

The second iteration gives an optimum solution with~· = {As,As,Aa,A6} for all
), from 12_3112, 31121 and the third iteration - a solution with Aa• = { A6,As' Aa,AI I for
the rest part of the interval.

If we compare the total weights of GI", G2" and G3" we will find the minimum of
t he objective function for A. = I, which means that the optimum for Pr, is in th e middle
of t he interval and to link P5 with P r-P2 and Pa and Pa with p• .

4. MOST VITAL ARCS AND NODES (P4)

In this section we shall consider the possible changes not only in the input data
but in the graph topology as well. For example which will be the consequences in
connection with the maximum flow in a capacity constrained network if k of its arcs
have to be removed? Or, which are those k arcs in the network whose removal
minimizes the value of the maximum flow? These arcs are called k most vital (or
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foremost) arcs of the network. Such a problem is solved in (9). In 121 we have solved
the problem for a directed graph if the arc cepecitiee depend linearly on u parameter.
In 181we have solved a similar prob lem if the graph is planar und not directed end if we
are interested in two network properties: now value and reliability of the network . III
[3 j and (4) we solve 8 similar problem when k nodes and their adjacent arcs have to he
mopped.

In this section we consider eguin the case of 8 planar graph hut a directed one
w-ith two arc weights - capacity and reliability (both depending on 8 parameter) . The
question is to find k arcs in dependence on the parameter the removal of which leads
to minimization of the m aximum now value and to m inimizat ion of the probabili ty of

, existence of at least one path between start and target node. The optimization is in a
lexicographical sense and the fir st criterion has more importance. If .....e chan ge the
sign of the second criterion, the interpretation will be the follo ....-ing: we wan t to reduce
t he capacity of the network and for th is purpose to determine the minimum number k
of the arcs to be switched orr in order to reduce th e maxim u m now value to the desired
level so that the reduced network is maximally reliable.

Let G = (V,A ) be a directed connected planar graph with nonnegative arc weigh ts
c, (A) and r,(A) , A from 11., k = I • ... ,m. We denote the start node and target node by v.
and V" respect ively . The now in G is defined, as in the first sect ion , as a vector
x = (xl' ... ,rm) wh ich satisfies the flow preservation conditions

o fori ~ s,t

2: Xii - L x' i = vex) for i =s (15)
a ,jKA (' .ilEA -v(x) for i = j

and the flow arc res trictions

OSx, sc.(A). k= l •. .. ,m. (16 )

We denote by CS(A) the set of all cuts in G = (V, A ) of type (X , Y) which separa te

s tart and target node, i.e.

<X. 1') := {(i ,i) 1(Vi from X and ~ from Y) or (Vi from )' and ~ Irom X) I.

so that the start node belongs to X and target node to Y. IfB = (X , Y) we denote by B +
the set of arcs from n starting from X and by B~ t he arc subset of 1J s tar t ing from )'.

We define the capacity ofBas

c(B):= r I c.W IAk from B' I
and the reliabili ty of B as

r (B ) := max (r,(A ) IAk From B+ I.

The maximum flow problem is defined as max I v(x) 1(1 5). (16) } an d it is well

known as 8 max- n ow min-rot theorem, that is

max I v(x) I (15), (l6)} = min I dBliB from CStA)} .

If B and B' are two cuts in G we call B lexicograph ically sm alle r than B' if

d B ) < d B') or d B) = d B') but r (B) s dB') holds .

Let now k be an integer with 0 < k < m , We den ote by t:, an arbitrary nrc subset
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(P4')

II( G cont.IUnlnJ;' f'.Actly k m ea Th... problem lunflu-d In th aI' 1W"C1"m a.

lexrmn ((c(}J), ,.UO) I II (rom CSlA \&..). (or "n >-1.

I (' to rind the Arc sel ~It. of those A .ra in G. the (' llIn m"tlOm of .... lnch ,('thl'" th.
nf'lwu rK. to rrurnmu m capacity network a nd af\..rr t hAt til mmnn u m r.·I~hlhtl cor tlw

rmmmum cut. T he .r('.l (rom £. Are called. bicriLcrial n10 t VlLAI In hf' pAtlunf'lriC
network . orcou rse the IIOlution eel ¥t will depend on the par"m..l.rr ,.\

Without. lou of r n('t a lity we eseu me that G do<-a not oonLAm nom- ...nth v.INKY
2. Smce thl' graph ia plAnAr, I"t u a drew It m the plan.. and let UII "L'll umo th"t
sLart and targt't nodes Lelong to the border of the not boundoo faa-t of G Now w(' CAn

Add one ar t ificial arc (V" . VI ) La G and const ruct the dual gu ph GD . (\-71, Am With
s tert point ' and tar~t point I bt-Ionging to the TM'ighbour ftK"f'U WIth. commnn
border arc which is the artifICial one. We do no t. lmk . with t . Since there 0,11
correspo nde nce between both arc sell A and AD and between the ('\1t set C5(A ) of G
and the se t of aU chaina from . to t in GD now we . hall II(' IOwr(' W In I ek-mr-n
We denote it by PS(A1) (Path Set).

Let II be from PSCAD) u.e. a chain hnking • Wlth t) and k.t II corr' pond til

B • <X. 1') from CS(A ). We define the direction of each edge from II as a forwar d edzc
and on this way the subse t n t- of forward~ of n as folio : Ii,) ) from II (.Iu}(1he nce
from GD) belo ngs to U t- ebCtly it ill ccrrespoediag ere from G 'J(!lonp. to B· . The reat
of the edges from IJ have the opposite direction by definition . They deflee the au t/l&et
8 4 of backward edges of n. Since GD is 8 connected graph each edp II,JI hE>longtl to At
least one chain from PS(AD ). In this way it becomes directed And Will be CAIJ<'d ere
(i ,). Hence GD becomes a directed graph.

LEMMA 2. The direction of each arc in the dual graph GD does not depend on the chain
that hag bee n uecd,

P ROOF. Let [i,)) he an ar bitrary edge from the dual graph. The qu estion is how to
direct it . We assume tha t li,)1 corresponds to the arc A. from G. For an arbitrary cut
(X, 1') in G for which A. starts from X li,jl will be directed 88 (i ,)l, it means it will he a
forward arc in the chain of GD (starting from s to t we shall pass fint V, and then ~).

If we pick any cut (X, Y) for which A .. is a backward a rc. <i,j ) will be 8 hackward arc in
the correspondin g cha in in GD, i.e. start ing from s to t we shall pass first ~ and RftN
that Vi' It means that the direction is also from i to ) .

It follows that the dual graph GD is 8 correc tly defined planar directed one .
Instead of investigating (P4) in G we can refonnulate it in GD.

If n is from PS(AlJ ) and B is the corresponding cut from CSlA l we define the
lengt h of the chain and its reliability as

e(B):= c( B) and r (D) := riB), respectively ,

it means we take only the forward arcs in B .

The reformulation of( P4) is

lcamin ( (dB) . r(H» 18 from PS(AD\ c..) for all ll .
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Le t u s partition A I> as AD = 1:.\ + E 2 + .., + Ep lind let A" be 8 su hse r of A .....i th the
property

(e, e' from Ej =:> rte} = r(e'» and (e from E
"

e' from E. ... , = - Ie) < de') )

for all A. from A", Let denote by 1'4' = E , + ". + E, for i = 1, 2• .,. p -1. Let £.q with
Ic.q I = k be an arc subse t of AD, such tha t if we reduce the arc lengt hs of c/tq to zero
the net wor k ( VD, 1:."'Qu cJ/ ) will have minimum length of the shortest chain from S UJ t .
We denote also the set of all shortest chains by SPS(c/t9) and for B/t9 from S /,S(c.9) let
B /t9 := B/t9 \ c.9•

LEMMA 3. Let B /t q be from SPS(c. 9) end B/tq- I be from SPS (c/tq- l ) with

c(B /tP) = c(B .p- I) =... =c(B . 9) < c(B.9- 1).

Then cIt9 is a so lution of ( P 4') for all A from ,\ ",

PROOF. For each fixed l from A" it follows from Lemma 1 in (B).

Now we can formulate the algorithm for solvin g (P 4') (and hence (P 4». The arcs
of GD will be denoted as in G like AI' '' ' .A... . T o each node we assign II label L(i . K , .U
wh ich we call temporal At some iteration it will be labelled fmally with c«, k, l ),

which is the length of the shortest chain from V, to Vj for a fixed A. if the lengt hs of no
m ore than k arcs can be reduced to zero.

ALGoRlTlIM (A4)

repea t (- until A = " - )

denote by A" a subset of A and t he partit ion EI' ,.. .Ep as in Lemma 3;
•A:=A \A;

repea t ( - until A" = 0 -)

pick any A.o from A "; put A':= A" := A";

L"(s,K. A.) :=O and L (i ,K, l ) := w for alI Vj ,,- s. K = l . ... ,kandnll l ;

Z(A) := co for ali A; break = false ; q == p;

repea t (- until brea k "}

for K: = Otok do

begin

I := s:
for each arc A. = (i, j ) or V, i ) with temporal label L V, K , A. ) do

begin

ifAk = h,j) then

if LV,K, '-0) > C li, K, '-0)+ c,IA.)
and A. belongs to Jo.."'Q then

begin

L V, K , ).) := L "(i , K, J. ) + c.(A) for tJ.I .t fro m the

so lutio n set of the inequality
LV, K, A) > C l. , K, A) + c,IA );
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SIJ, hi := i

end

else

ifK ~ I and L IJ, K , lu) > LO(i,K-I , 10) und

A.. belon gs to D' then

hegin

V.i, K , ).) := tr«, K-I , 1 ) for all A. from the
solut ion set A" of th e inequali ty
V.i, K , l ) > L 0<i, X -I, ..1.);

SV, KJ ,=- i

end

else ("'A.. "" V, i )· )

ifLlj ,K, lo) > LOti,K. 1o) then

begin

V.i, X, l ) := C <i, K , 1) for all A. from the
solution subset A" of the inequality
L V, K,l) > L o(i , K , l );

Sv ,KJ ,=i

end;

1'1' := A' f'\ A" ;

find e temporal labelled node \} with minimum u) , K , ). )

and if any then denote by !I." the parameter set for wh ich
thisminimumholds ;pu t A' : = /I.' f'\ /'I." and i :=j

end

end:,
if L " (t, k, ).0) < z(lu) then put z().) := L " (t, k, ).) for all A from /\ '

e lse

if L Ott , k, 10) > z().o) then

begin

denote by /I." the solu tion set of L "(i , h, 1) > Z(A);

/\.':= /\. ' r. 1\"; break := true

end ;

q: = q- I; if q = 0 then break := t rue

u ntilbrcak ;

q: = q + I ; take all lubels S v , k ) from the last itera t ion if q = 1
and from the previous one in case q > I ; £..q := 0; j:= t ;

repeat l "'u nt il j = s")

Jet i = SIJ, k );
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if i: < 0 and Aj(-I, j ) the n begin c{ l ;:::: citq + IA, I ; J ::::: - I end

else if i > 0 then j ::::: i

until i :::: s;

( . the so lution se t of (1"4) is c"q for all A from h' ·)

". : :::: 1\0\1\'

until 1\" :::: 0;

1\ :::::1\\" .

until A :::: 0 .
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Rf:MAR K. It is possible that Icitq I < k. It means that there ex is ts 1\ chain from s ttl t

containing less than k forward arcs. If we e limina te them the Il'llj.,'t h of the chuin will
be reduced to zero.

THEOREM 6. (A4) so lves (P4 ) on the whole parameter set 1\ in l1 finite number of
iterations.

PROOF. For l;lny fixed .t this is 8. modification of the elgcruhm from (8) if G (and hence
GD) is a directed graph, i.e. (P4) is cor rectly solved for allY Ilxcd z.

The loop from type repeat(until 1\ :::: 0) partitions" in to fini te su bsets (each
denoted by 1\.) since 1\. is a solution of a syste m from type r (A):::;: r (l) s; ... S; r (l) and

' \ ' 2 '
there are no more than m! such syste ms. ..

At each iteration of the loop from type repeet tunttl 1\. :::: 0) (A4) finds a subset ,-\,
for which all inequalities are fulfilled. It follows from here and fro m Lemma 3 tha t c.9
is the desired so lution of (P4') and also of 0>4) not only for the fixed )' 0 but for all .A
from A'. But £.9 belongs to a chain from s to t and there is 8 fini te number of such
chains. It follo ws that 1\. will be partitioned into a fini te number of subsets from type
N .

At the end of this section let us consider briefly the case when k nodes have to be
removed. This case can he transformed in to the previous one if we use the well-known
transformation: to each node VI we assign 8 new one Vi' and the a rc (i , i'J; eneh nrc (i ,j)
will be substituted by the arc (i',j) in the new graph. Now the capacity and rel iability
of (i , i ') can be defined as

min I 1: I c,(A) IA, e nters V, I. ~ I c,(A ) IAt leaves VI' I } and

min { max ( r t( ). ) JA, enters Vi I, max «r, (l ) IA, teaves Vi' I I.

respect ively.'The new graph is also a planar one and the problem is to solve (P4 ) in the
new network. The so lution will contain arcs of type (i. i ' ) only, which dr-fino the k most

vital nodes.

5. COMPLEXITY

Each of the problems invest igated here is a ge neralization of the uon-purumetr rc
case. It follows t hat eech (If them is not less difficult than the problem from the special
case. All of the problems (Ire polynomial. The on ly e xception is maybe (P4) if G is not tl
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planar graph . We do not know any polynomial algorithm for solving it - the algorit h m
in [91 is a branch and bou nd nne end hence with exponential complexity. We do not
know any proof that the problem is exponen t ial or polynom ial .

Each of the parametric problems is exponential . In (12) the author refers tha t the
objective funct ion v,tA) of (P I) has an exponential number of break points even when
the arc capacities are linear functions of ..t. Each break point corresponds to u ne
ite ration , Le. their number grows exponentially.

We deal in (1'2) with the shortest paths. For 8 fixed start and target point t here
are (n - 2 )! paths between them in the complete graph. Let us denote all paths by WI'
W:z etc. and let us partition A into subintervals (su bsets) like AI ' /1.2 etc. For each arc
from Wi we define its length as 1 on Aj • For all arcs which do not belong to W j we
define th e arc lengt h as M - a large number. Obviously, Wj is the only shortest path in
the network between start end target points for alI Afrom Aj • We do the same for Wj + 1

and Ai + l. Finally we change c1(A) in the neighbourhood of the border point between
neighbour subsets like Ai and Ai+1 in order to make c1(A) continuous and piece- wise
linear. In this way each path will be th e shortest on some parameter subset of the .\ .
Hence (P2) has an exponential complexity.

In an analogous way we show tha t (P3) is an exponential problem since each of
n,,-2 spanning trees in the complete graph can be a minimal one.

In (P4) we deal with the shor test chains in the equ ivalent problem in the dual
graph and hence it is also exponential.
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